GREEN HUNTER AND YOUNG HUNTER CHEAT SHEET FOR
COMPETITION MANAGERS

GREEN HUNTER SECTION (HU132)
Green Hunter 3’0” (Must jog for soundness, handy class optional)
Green Hunter 3’3” (Must jog for soundness, handy class optional)
Green Hunter 3’6” (Must jog for soundness, handy class optional)
Green Hunter 3’9” (Must jog for soundness, handy class optional)

YOUNG HUNTER SECTION (HU134)
Young Hunter 3’0”-horses five years of age and under (handy class optional, jog for soundness not required)
Young Hunter 3’3”-horses six years of age and under (handy class optional, jog for soundness not required)
Young Hunter 3’6”-horses seven years of age and under (handy class optional, jog for soundness not required)
Horses and age to be recorded/verified with USEF and USHJA prior to competing for Young Hunter Awards. Age to be documented with either breed Passport or Breed Registry Papers.

*Any competitions wishing to add the Young Hunter section(s) to a license which has already been granted by the USEF must contact Katlynn Sacco, Director of Competition Licensing, Evaluation & Safety prior to the competition to add the section(s) to the license agreement.

*note: although prize money is not required for several of the new sections below, prize money offered in those classes can be used to count toward the required total for competition rating

Special Requirements for Premier Competitions
Green Hunter-If offered, must offer all four sections separately:
• Green Hunter 3’0” (no prize money or class number requirements)
• Green Hunter 3’3” (no prize money or class number requirements)
• Green Hunter 3’6” (“A”-4-6 classes; $500 prize money; “B” and “C”: 3-4 classes; “B” $100 prize money)
• Green Hunter 3’9” (“A”-4-6 classes; $500 prize money; “B” and “C”: 3-4 classes; “B” $100 prize money)

Young Hunter-If offered, must offer all three sections separately:
• Young Hunter 3’0” (no prize money or class number requirements)
• Young Hunter 3’3” (no prize money or class number requirements)
• Young Hunter 3’6” (no prize money or class number requirements)

Special Requirements for National, Regional I and Regional II Competitions
Green Hunter-May offer all four sections separately or combined as:
• Green Hunter 3’0”/3’3” (no prize money or class number requirements)
• Green Hunter 3’6”/3’9” (“A”-4-6 classes; $500 prize money; “B” and “C”: 3-4 classes; “B” $100 prize money)

Young Hunter-May offer all three sections separately or combined as:
• Young Hunter 3’0”/3’3” and Young Hunter 3’6” (no prize money or class number requirements)
• Young Hunter 3’0” and Young Hunter 3’3”/3’6” (no prize money or class number requirements)

Combining/Dividing:
• For both Green Hunter and Young Hunter, if a combined section has 3 or more entries in each height the section must be split and height sections must be held separately
• Any sections with fewer than 3 entries must be combined with a contiguous fence height section. If, after combining, there are still fewer than 3 entries, the combined section must be further combined with the next contiguous height section.
• Green Hunter may not be combined with any other sections except:
  • “Green Hunter 3’6” and 3’9” may be combined with the High Performance Hunter when entries warrant (High Performance Hunter may also be combined with Performance Hunter 3’6” but Performance Hunter and Green Hunter may not be combined.)
  • The Young Hunter may not be combined with any other sections
• If an “A” rated Green Hunter 3’0” and/or 3’3” section is combined with an “A” rated Green Hunter 3’6” and/or 3’9” section, a handy class is not required. The combined sections must meet class number requirements for “A” rated Green Hunter 3’6” and Green Hunter 3’9” and use the lower amount of prize money and entry fees.